Abstract. Many nonlinear dynamical systems incorporate feedback mechanisms with a time delay. The identification of continuous time-delay models from observed time series is still an ongoing research topic. We propose a combination of nonparametric modeling based on optimal transformations and maximal correlation, and parametric modeling based on a maximum likelihood method as a strategy to determine nonlinear differential equations from measured time series. This strategy is exemplified on experimental data from an electronic circuit from which we obtain an accurate reconstruction of the observed attractor. Whereas the strength of the nonparametric approach is in finding initial guesses for the model structure and accurate models for low observation noise, the parametric approach may yield accurate estimates also in the presence of strong observation noise.
INTRODUCTION
Systems with a nonlinear time-delayed feedback are quite abundant in nature and technology. Already in linear systems a delayed feedback can cause instabilities leading to complex oscillations. In nature, time delays are mostly caused by finite signal transmission speeds and memory effects. In technology, delayed feedbacks caused e.g. by finite switching speeds are most often unwanted since they can severely disturb a regular motion leading to malfunction. Here we consider scalar delay-differential equations (DDEs) of the form
It is theoretically known and experimentally confirmed for a long time now that even the solutions of scalar DDEs can be high-dimensional chaotic [1, 2, 3, 4] . This can be understood by considering that delay-differential equations are functional differential equations that possess an infinite-dimensional phase space; for a system with time delay
4
, a continuum of initial conditions defined on an interval of length 4 is required for the unique description of the state. Nevertheless, the theory of delay-induced instabilities is quite well developed for scalar equations [5, 6, 7, 8] .
The wide abundance and the peculiar properties of delayed-feedback systems ask for new modeling and analysis methods. Especially for the task of model inference from measured outputs of these systems methods have to be developed that go beyond the now widely used methods for the analysis of low-dimensional chaotic dynamics [9] . In spite of the fact that in recent times there appeared many tools to tackle questions of DDE model inference from time series observations [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] , some questions are still not solved satisfactorily: If no insights into first principles that explain the observed dynamics are available, both the structure and the parameters of the model have to be determined. Even if insights into first principles are available, they may be inaccurate or wrong and may lead, therefore, to a misspecified model structure. Once the model structure is determined, parameter estimation algorithms can be used to estimate the unknown values of the system parameters from measurements of the system's signals. Then the question arises, how to find a method that not only finds the optimal delay and parameters but also a model that optimally reproduces the observed dynamics in a robust way, also for chaotic dynamics.
In this contribution we describe a hybrid approach for the estimation of nonlinear DDEs from time series observations, which takes these points into account. First, we perform a nonparametric model search in model structure space rather than an optimization in parameter space. This step is especially necessary if there is no proper parametric model at hand, like in many situations where a complex system with unknown components is considered. For example, the particular kind of nonlinearity leading to chaotic oscillations may be of interest. A search in model structure space can be performed in two ways: Estimation of coefficients of certain basis functions (e.g. coefficients of polynomials) and nonparametrically. Here we chose nonparametric modeling. This procedure does not only give a hint for an appropriate model structure but also estimates of coefficients of a parameterized model. These results are used in a second step as initial guesses for a more refined parameter estimation taking the dynamics of the observed system explicitly into account. We explain and exemplify this strategy on a measured time series from an electronic circuit.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we introduce the experiment to which the data analysis methods will be applied, an electronic circuit with time-delayed feedback and chaotic dynamics. Next, we briefly describe the two modeling procedures: To find a model structure, a nonparametric search in structure space is performed using optimal transformations and maximal correlation. To accurately estimate coefficients in this model, parametric modeling based on a least squares objective function is used. Then the hybrid modeling procedure is applied to the circuit data. Finally, the parametric approach is investigated further on the application to noisy observations.
THE MODEL SYSTEM
The time series that we will analyze by the methods described below was taken from an electronic circuit in a chaotic regime [18] . A wiring diagram is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of: (i) a nonlinearity ¦ , built in essence from a transistor and an adjustable amplifier to control the loop gain, (ii) a low-pass filter, consisting of a capacitor and a resistor, and (iii) a commercially available "bucket brigade" delay line. Parts (ii) and (iii) are inspired from the experiment of Kittel et al. [19] .
The differential equation describing the dynamics of the system follows from applying Kirchhoff's mesh rules. With The adjustable loop gain is used as the bifurcation parameter. In the model (2) this corresponds to a factor contained in the nonlinearity ¦ . In increasing the loop gain of the system, first a fixed-point is observed, then a periodic oscillation, and finally a perioddoubling route to chaos. Increasing the loop gain further, the structure of the attractor becomes more complex (corresponding to a higher-dimensional chaotic motion). All this is in accordance with recent theoretical and numerical results [2, 3, 4, 7] . We proceed with the signal as measured shortly after the onset of chaotic dynamics, because this point is easy to reproduce. Care was taken that the signal is indeed chaotic and not merely an orbit of high periodicity; both cases can clearly be distinguished using an oscilloscope. The signal, comprising g data points, is sampled with a time interval of h ¥ i ¤ V ms, and an offset voltage of 6.62 V is subtracted. To obtain a smooth signal from the discrete values of the A/D converter and to remove some spiky artifacts caused by the bucket brigade delay line, the signal is slightly low-pass filtered by a Butterworth filter. A sample of the measurements and an attractor reconstruction are given in Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively. 
METHODS

Nonparametric regression and optimal transformations
We start with an outline of the method to search for an appropriate model structure. This task can best be performed in a nonparametric way due to the high flexibility of nonparametric function estimators. This has been published [20, 21] and applied [22, 23, 24] earlier and is, therefore, reviewed only briefly.
We use the concepts of optimal transformations and maximal correlation. They provide a nonparametric framework to detect and determine nonlinear relationships in data sets. Let 
their linear (normalized) correlation coefficient, where
is the expectation value. The basic idea of this approach is to find transformations
such that the absolute value of the correlation coefficient between the transformed variables is maximized. More specifically, the so-called maximal correlation [25, 26, 27] f . Here we are mainly interested in the estimation of optimal transformations in multivariate regression problems. These can be written, using the maximal correlation,
1 This is not the most general possibility for a definition of a generalized measure of dependence for vectorial random variables. For such concepts see also [28, 29, 30] . However, since the most important properties of the maximal correlation [31] are still valid in this expression, in the following we will call
also "maximal correlation."
By definition, the value of
is restricted to the interval T and constitutes a generalized measure of statistical dependence between random variables.
The regression functions involved can be estimated from data in a nonparametric way by the Alternating Conditional Expectation (ACE) algorithm of Breiman and Friedman [32] . In this algorithm the optimal transformations are estimated by local smoothing of the data using kernel estimators. We use the ACE algorithm since it "is one of the most powerful and universal tools for the analysis of multivariate data due to its ability to recover frequent types of nonlinear structure" [33] . For a description, we refer to the original paper of Breiman and Friedman or the reviews in Härdle [34] and Schimek [35] . Brief descriptions are also given in [20, 21, 36] . A MATLAB-and a C-program can be obtained from the authors or from the web site http://www.fdm.unifreiburg.de/¡ hv.
For fitting a DDE, we take the rather general description
where again are then estimated by the ACE algorithm. This model can easily be extended to incorporate higher derivatives and multiple delay terms [20] . To find the optimum time delay the maximal correlation is estimated. The argument of the maximum value of all these values then yields an estimate for the delay
4
. The optimal transformations corresponding to this estimate are used as model functions.
Parametric modeling
Consider a time-continuous, dynamical process described by a set of delay differential equations (DDEs) with a single time lag 
Contrary to initial values in the case of ordinary differential equations, an initial curve £ 6 s U « 3 ( 4 T must be specified in order to define a unique solution of the DDE. The initial curve is generally unknown. It must be parameterized appropriately, since only a finite number of degrees of freedom are identifiable from the measured data. These parameters are also contained in £ . To sum up, the model trajectory
is defined as a solution of Eqs. (8) and (9), depending on the parameters £ . An experiment gives access to a time series
¬ ®
, which is a measurement of the trajectory at discrete times 2 via the observation function¯:
Here, again denote independent normally distributed random numbers with zero mean and variance y , accounting for measurement noise. In the example described later on,¨ £ £ is identical to
We aim at identifying the vector ² £
, for which the model trajectory is closest to the observed dynamics . To this end, the objective function ³ y¨£ is defined as the sum of squared residues between the data and the model, weighted with the inverse variances of the data:
The parameter estimate ² £ is identified as the vector minimizing
³ y¨£
. Under the given assumption of normally distributed noise, ² £ is the maximum likelihood estimator of the true parameter vector. The minimum of ³ y¨£ is determined in an iterative process using a generalized Gauss-Newton method. The quality of the starting guess for £ is essential for the success of the optimization. The initial curve is represented by a cubic spline function, which is uniquely defined by its values at a number of spline knots and its first derivatives at the two end points 2 ¤ · 3 ( 4 and 2 ¤ [37] . By choosing an appropriate density of the spline knots, the number of degrees of freedom of the initial curve can be adapted to the problem. The integration of the DDE is done by the code RETARD [38] . Details of the method and aspects of implementation are described in [39] . Applications to ordinary differential equations can be found in [36, 40] .
APPLICATION TO THE ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT
Nonparametric model fit
To recover the driving system's nonlinearity (Fig. 3c) . A subsequent polynomial fit yields
Finally, we use the so-obtained polynomial model for a numerical "free-run" simulation. The resulting model attractor (Fig. 2c) resembles closely the observed attractor (Fig. 2b) . 2 For the sake of readability, in the following we suppress the physical dimensions of the coefficients. These are determined by the dimension of È which is V/ms. 
Parametric model fit
Motivated by the nonparametric results, we parameterize the nonlinear function ¦ by the third order polynomial
The parametric methods described above were applied to Eqs. (2) and (12) 
, and
. An attractor of the simulated model is shown in Fig. 2d , resembling closely the attractor reconstructed from the data (Fig. 2b) .
Finally, we disturb the observations with white Gaussian noise. The standard deviation of the noise is chosen to be 20% of the standard deviation of the observations. The fine structures of the attractor are destroyed completely by this procedure (Fig. 2e) . They can be revealed to a good approximation by a parametric model fit to the disturbed data (Fig. 2f) . We remark that to obtain results like these, a good starting guess for the coefficients has to be given.
Unlike in the nonparametric model study above, where the model has been estimated without utilizing the quadratic distance between the model trajectory and the observations, in the maximum likelihood approach the model is estimated by searching for the most likely trajectory that fits both model and observations. This enables one to directly compare the estimated trajectories with the observations, which is done in Fig. 4 . Hardly any difference can be seen in the entire interval. Figure 4 reveals that the estimated trajectory approximates the true trajectory very well; the additive observational noise has been almost completely eliminated by this nonlinear filtering process. 
DISCUSSION
We proposed a hybrid approach of nonparametric and parametric modeling of delayedfeedback systems by the analysis of observed time series produced by these systems, and exemplified this strategy on an electronic circuit application. We combined both approaches since each has certain advantages and drawbacks: Nonparametric modeling by optimal transformations requires the estimation of time derivatives from the data and does not explicitly take into account the fact that the underlying model trajectory is continuous. Therefore this approach alone is not optimized with respect to accurate dynamical modeling. Its power is the ability to search for a suitable model structure and to suggest a specific parameterized model. On the other hand, the likelihood-based approach to parameter estimation in differential equations is feasible if a parametric model is on-hand. Model misspecifications can be detected but not compensated. Exploiting the continuity of the underlying trajectory, it yields extraordinarily accurate estimates of the parameters.
Note that both approaches do not need an attractor reconstruction by a delay embedding. Thus, all problems associated with the delay reconstruction of a chaotic and noisy phase space, like finding an optimal embedding window and the "curse of dimensionality," are of no relevance here. Most importantly, considerably fewer amounts of data as generally needed for a useful delay reconstruction have to be provided, and the hybrid method is robust against high levels of observation noise.
In the discussed application the results are extremely accurate considering that an experimental time series is used and that the global dynamics of a highly nonlinear system could be reproduced. The accurate agreement between the dynamics of a measured chaotic time series and an estimated model is a highly nontrivial result [9] in nonlinear modeling.
